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The credits I received largely did not transfer to my new college,
pretty much making me start over when working on the
generals for my bachelors.
It's been difficult to find a job right out of school with no
electrical experience but at least my education was enough to
get hired in the mining field as a truck driver.
Medical reason was my only concern while studying with GBC
other than that I uphold GBC academic stander.
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Wish I would have chosen a different school. Loved the
instructors. Disliked everyone else.
most of the instructors at gbc are wonderful and cares about
their students understanding the subject matter but there are
one or two that does not show that at all and are here just for a
job.
Thank you to everyone who helped make my experience at GBC
one to remember. The library staff, Adriana Mendez, Lynn
Mahlberg, and SGA. Definitely one of my favorite schools thus
far. Kick ass GBC!
I actually got a duel Criminal Justice Degree in Law Enforcement
and Corrections.
Degree only applies to Nevada and mines won't hire
inexperienced personnel.
Great Basin has been a great experience for me. The staff are
nice and are there when you need them to be and know how to
redirect you to someone who can help if they themselves do not
know how to. It is easy to sign up for classes, to attend said
classes, and the teachers are great and there to help if you need
it.
Great land surveying and geomatics program. Passed land
surveyor in training test first try.
The Advising and Career center wasted, literally, 2 years of my
life because of faulty advising. Also, the science and math
departments need an over-haul. That is to say, that their
assessment strategies are severely lacking, and the lab fees are
a joke considering one of the biology projects required us to put
together a puzzle. Further the mining technology degrees and
certificates are causing other professional fields to look at GBC
graduates as unqualified because of those programs lack of
academic knowledge and skills.
I was overall very pleased with my experience at GBC and
appreciate the ease of transferring my credits to UNLV where I
earned a BA in American history.
Great way to save money during your first two years of
secondary education. Thanks, Dr. Bagwe and Dr. Griffith.
Program web page said id have the opertunity to take the
welding certification test but was not gave the opertunity to
It was a great experience overall.
GBC needs a 4 year Criminal Justice program.
More Ground Tutors for the Core classes

